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PRODUCE NEWS 

“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”  

More Rain (fingers crossed) 

or another early Spring? 
 

Upon reflection, February is quite a month. Fat Tuesday, 

Super Bowl, Lunar New Year, Valentine’s day, Ground 

Hog Day and President’s Day as well.  It kind of explains 

what’s wrong with my scale! So what’s up for March?  

St. Patrick’s Day, March Madness and spring training and 

Easter – and more eats! Such a Country! 

 

I know this takes a back seat but March is also the last 

month of production for most of the growers and 

processors in Arizona. By month’s end most will be 

headed back to California. If “the force” is with us, 

California will come on early while Mexico and Arizona 

go long. An added bonus would be Florida and Texas 

having great crops as well. Texas and Florida reported 

record rains and freezes and have been looking west to 

fill some of their needs. Mexico mainland and Baja have 

experienced El Nino first hand. California had a wet 

January which in the long run will be very helpful, but 

some plantings were delayed so an early California 

season is probably not in the mix.  

 

Prices/supplies are a little in question for March and the 

first part of April but the Feds are talking about easing the 

water rationing so there is a good chance the rest of the 

year will go well. Our hopes are that we’re eating 

California Veggies by mid -April with some Tree Fruit 

trickling in by the end of April. I would really like to eat a 

good Melon, and I would really, really, really like to eat a 

good Tomato. Three to four months out is a long time to 

wait. 

I know you have all heard bits and pieces of Chipotle’s 

ongoing food safety issues. So far all we have read or 

heard is a bunch of smoke and mirrors. Criminal charges 

have been filed but there’s no root cause on the table. 

New controls being implemented include employees 

washing hands, marinating meat products, using Lemon 

Juice on produce as well as blanching for 3 seconds. A 

statement came out that local sourcing was going to take 

a back seat to food safety. OUCH, those dirty farmers, 

they are conspirators too. Sure, all these farmers got 

together and grew the same bacteria at the same time in 

seven states. That fact that this time of year the product in 

question is not found locally might mean something.  

 

Because of how wide spread geographically the problems 

are, one can rule out that it is a “Local Farmer “thing. 

Probably not all employees forgot to wash their hands at 

the same time. Could it be a large broad line distributor? 

Possibly, but most of the big guys have sub-distribution 

centers. There has to be a common denominator such as 

the same protein at each store from the same lot or the 

same Avocado at each store from the same lot. My bet is 

on a commissary tucked away somewhere making a sauce 

that all stores use, maybe a spice but you can bet the place 

is a dump. 

 

             Steve Del Masso 

      President 
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We lost our friend Stanley Eala, longtime employee and 

our office manager Jo Lynn’s husband on December 29, 

2015.  He had a long illness and struggled heroically for 

his family. Our condolences to his wife, Jo and his sons, 

Jason & Patrick who is also working for us. Bay Cities is 

a big family and we all get through these things together! 

Stanley has now joined Albert, Tony and George! Quite a 

group of them now, they have a produce company in 

heaven! We go back a long way working together and 

playing together. The annual backpacking trips would 

never been the same without Stan, banging on pots and 

pans at night keeping everyone awake and when you 

thought it was quiet enough to go to sleep he would attack 

your sleeping bag and drag you around! Many things 

come to mind when I think of him. We will surely miss 

you!!! By Diana Del Masso 

 

Stan, Lloyd, gorilla,  gumba, a man of many names.  A 

thousand years ago I used to deliver the Copper Penny in 

Hayward,  and later The Happy Cheese  restaurant  in 

Alameda, Stanley was the chef. Stanley became the high 

point of the day. I’d deliver the produce, Stan made 

breakfast. One thing led to another and Stan took a break 

from the kitchen and joined us at Bay Cities, things were 

never the same. Another trouble maker joined us about 

the same time, Ken, the two became inseparable. Dad and 

Diana were probably was the first to notice we had lost 

control when they noticed Stan and Ken riding together 

while making deliveries on Saturdays. Or maybe it was 

the occasional aerosol whip cream wars that would break 

out. Food safety was different then. Stan locking dad in 

the freezer should have told us something. He was a brute 

of a man, though very humble, he could lift one over his 

head. One windy day Stan and his partner in crime Ken 

were delivering the railroad Station in Walnut Creek. The 

ramp was slippery, the wind blowing, and there was Stan. 

Stan added a whole new meaning to throw open the door. 

The door flew into the parking lot and into the truck and 

back to the warehouse. A custom 42” door that weighed 

300 lbs. forty years ago it cost $1,200.00. It’s not a stretch 

at all to say that Stan was a major catalyst evolving Bay 

Cities. We worked together, played together and cried 

together. I believe Stan was sent to us so we could learn 

to love. By Steve Del Masso 
 

They say great companies are held up by the foundation 

they were built on. Stanley was part of the concrete that 

we all work on today. I met Stan around September 2000. 

I remember I was packing out some limes for Red Robins 

when a voice said, “What are you doing pecker head, 

those limes are good”! I explained “I need to replace all 

the yellow on the limes”. Before I knew what was 

happening, I was being escorted to the elevator shaft by 

Kenny and Stan. They proceeded to squeeze me in to the 

locker, feet first. I learned very quickly who was running 

the dock.  I can’t tell you how many times he helped me 

out over the years to find the perfect lime.  By Tony 

D’Amato 
 

Its 4:00 AM Break it OFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

Where do I begin with Stan? From garbage cans to flying 

produce to rice jokes and a stash of candy bars, the thing I 

will remember most is his caring nature and compassion. 

If I ever needed a hand Stan was indeed, “The Man”. 

Thank you. With this being said, he is one of the great 

patriarchs to teach me what a 32 gallon trash can is for. 

When I was a wee little lad, he and his side kick folded 

me in half and put me, hind end first, into one of these. 

This became a tradition passed on to many generations of 

Bay Cities employees over the years. Stan’s can do 

attitude and playfulness through some arduous times will 

forever be passed from employee to employee to help 

make a work day easier. In tribute I’d like to ask, 

“Whooooo Needed the Lemon Leeeeeeaveessss?!!!”  By 

Vince Del Masso 
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Mike ’s  EYE  O n  T h e  

M A R K E T  

 
 

Early Spring like weather is changing 

the dynamics a bit.  
 

Iceberg Lettuce – Greater consistency with 

the weather patterns in Arizona has allowed Iceberg 

Lettuce quality to improve in comparison to last 

month. Prices have eased off and become more 

consistent. 
 

Romaine, Red, Green & Butter 
Lettuce – All Leaf Lettuce varieties are in good 

shape with quality reasonably consistent. While 

everything is pointing to the positive side as we 

return to the Salinas Valley.  
 

 
 

Red & Green Cabbage – We are obtaining 

all of our Cabbage from the fields in and around 

Santa Maria.  Price and quality is very reasonable. 

Don’t forget your Cabbage.  
 

Broccoli & Cauliflower – With several 

growing areas up to full production quality is at its 

peak and pricing is set for a steady run over the next 

several weeks.  

 

Celery – We have seen a vast improvement over 

the last 30 days.  More areas are coming on line, 

prices are tapering back down and quality is heading 

back up.   
 

Carrots – The return of warm weather in all 

growing areas kicked the Carrot season back on 

track.  We are bringing in beautiful looking Carrots 

from both Yuma and SoCal soils.  
 

Root Vegetables – are at the tail end of the 

NW Root season and on the threshold of the 2016 

SoCal season. Product quality and availability is in 

good shape going forward..    
 

Artichoke$ – Maybe the Spring like weather 

will give a much needed boost to the Artichoke 

season and give some much needed relief to growers.  

The winter has not been kind this year but I am 

hopeful by the end of the month the tide will turn.  
 

White & Yellow Corn – is in the expensive 

category at the moment. The crops in Mexico are not 

as large as years past. We are anxiously awaiting the 

beginning of the Arizona and SoCal Seasons to bring 

some relief.    
 

Green Onions – Shipments of Green Onions 

from Mexico have gradually increased over the last 

couple of weeks, which has put some downward 

pressure on wholesale costs.  Quality remains good.  
 

Red, Yellow & White Onions – After a 

number of stellar years of beautiful and reasonably 

priced Yellow Onions we are now in the midst of the 

opposite.  The next couple of months will definitely be 

an interesting time for this market. Supplies will be 

at historically low levels. Pricing continues to 

escalate. White and Red Onions are in the same boat.  
 

Sweet Onions – We are using Sweet Onions 

from South American and what is still available from 

storage.  Fortunately, the Sweet Onion crop is not in 

as dire a situation as the Red, Yellow and White.   
 

Russet Potatoes – For now, everything is a 

steady go for all sizes of Russet Potatoes but the 

elephant in the room is the looming short supply 

before next season begins.   
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Potatoes of Color – The good news is 

that the Florida Red/White/Yukon Potato season is 

underway and quality is solid.  The bad news is that 

Potatoes imported from Florida at this time of year 

are oh so expensive.  The game plan is to continue 

pulling from NW storage bunkers as long as possible 

with the hope there are sufficient quantities AND 

QUALITY to get us through March and into the 

SoCal season.   
 

Fingerling Potatoes – are a steady go.  No 

changes to report with this stellar crop.  
 

 

Yams & Sweet Potatoes – Excellent 

quality and pricing. These tubers are quickly 

becoming a popular item. If you have any unique 

recipe or blend ideas please pass them along.  
 

Apples – Cost increases for all Apple varieties 

and sizes are starting to accelerate.  I would not be 

shocked to see record high prices for the most 

popular varieties during the Summer months and an 

early arrival of the South American fruit.  
 

Pears – Inventory levels are beginning to thin and 

consequently pushing up wholesale costs. 
 

 

Gold Pineapples – My hat is off and 

appreciation goes out to the CAPA (Central 

American Produce Association) for their continued 

excellence in overseeing the supply of high quality 

Pineapple.   
 

Mangos & Papayas – The Peru Mango 

season has just about run its course. We have already 

transitioned to Mexican grown crops. We are seeing 

internal issues with every lot we come across. The 

information given to us is that the heavy rains early 

in the growing season are to blame. Please order pre-

cut product as we are able to recognize and eliminate 

the issue before it get to you.   
 

Strawberries & Stemberries – With 

three very difficult months now behind us we can 

look forward to a rapidly improving Strawberry 

market. Supply is already swelling from both Santa 

Maria and Mexico and quality is much much better 

than what we’ve been dealing with.  March and April 

are shaping up to be good months for Strawberries.  

We may even see the return of a reasonably priced 

and high quality Stemberry.   
 

Blueberries & Blackberries –
Blueberries and Blackberries are now coming in 

from Mexico.  Soon, we are expecting to see some 

competition for the Blueberry consumer with fresh 

offerings coming in from Chile.  
 

Raspberries – are going through a period of 

short supply.  Quality remains excellent but they are 

expensive.  
  

MIKE 
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Round & Roma TOMATOES  – 
 

Roma Tomatoes are so plentiful they are  
banging up against the minimum price trigger 
and quality is excellent. We are told that pricing 
will become active toward the end of the month..  
 
Round Tomatoes from Sinaloa have greatly 
improved over the last 30 days.  March will be a 
good month for all sizes of Round Tomatoes.    
 

 

 

SQUASH – supply during March will be 

broken up into two segments.  The first two 
weeks we will see a steady supply and then the 
transition to Sonora will commence.  I am 
anticipating shipments from Sonora will initially 
be limited and prices will spike for a week or 
possibly two.   
 

EGGPLANT – All of the lots that I have spot-

checked are of sound quality.  Availability should 
be ample throughout the month of March.  
 

 

BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS –

Usually at this time of year, Green Beans from 
Mexico are plentiful, reasonable and beautiful.  
That is almost true again this year but prices 
ARE NOT reasonable because demand from the 
East Coast is competing heavily for product and 
dramatically pushing up costs.   
 

 
 

Red, Yellow, Orange, & Green Bell 

Peppers – Unusually Cold weather in the south 

eastern half of the U.S. has redirected East 
Coast produce buyers to look toward Mexico to 
fill empty orders.  Prices have jumped upward 
virtually overnight.  Mexico is trying to supply the 
whole nation with Bell Peppers and there aren’t 
enough to go around.    
 

CUKES – I am anticipating another 2-3 

weeks of reasonably priced Cukes.  As the 
transition is made into the next growing area 
shipments with be somewhat disrupted and 
prices will temporarily spike.   
 

MELONS – We are receiving our current lot 

of Cantaloupes from Costa Rica.  Sizing is good 
but I would like to see an improvement in 
sweetness.  Honeydews are either coming up 
from Honduras or from Mexico.  The best Melon 
always gets our nod.  
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Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby Leaf –

 Cello-Pack Spinach took a supply hit due to 

less than perfect growing conditions. Wet 
followed by heat equals mildew. The issue is 
even more prevalent in the Baby Spinach. 
Growers are optimistic the situation will 
quickly right itself but mid to late March, 
weather conditions permitting, is more 
realistic. Wild “loose leaf” Arugula is still 
showing some weather related quality issues, 
as well.    
    

 
 

ASPARAGUS – The 2016 California 

Asparagus season has gotten off to a 
rousingly early start.  Salinas Valley growers 
are already cutting and shipping all sizes of 
good quality Grass. Pricing is fair for the time 
being. Jump on the CA bandwagon as soon 
as you can. We have been informed that the 
CA season will be a short one this year.  
 

BABY SQUASH – Very limited offerings 

out of Mexico and SoCal.  We will have a 
better success rate to fill your needs with pre-
orders.  

 

Varietal Tomatoes (small)  – Mexico 

growers are sending northward sufficient 
quantities of Tomatoes but overall quality is 
nothing spectacular.  Color and ripeness has 
been varying greatly from week to week.  
 

Heirloom/Kumato Tomatoes – 

Kumato Tomatoes have hit a bit of a rut 
coming from Canada. Supplies are expected 
to ramp back up as the month goes along. 
Heirloom Tomatoes out of Mexico are almost 
at their max production levels. More and more 
are hitting the open markets but price varies 
greatly lot by lot. With prior notice we will be 
able to get the best value for you. 
 

Wild Mushrooms – More availability as 

Spring approaches. For this month we will 
see the following varieties: King Oyster, 
Maitake (Hen of the Woods), Woodear, Hedge 
Hog, Chanterelle and Black Trumpet. 
 

 

Japanese/Italian/Eggplant – We are 

finally seeing a decent level of supply out of 
Mexico.  We may even see some relief in cost. 
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CCuuttttiinngg  EEddggee  

OO--rrggaanniiccss®®  
………. solely about organically grown produce. 

 

O-Citrus remains a highlight for this time of 
year. It will quickly wind down so enjoy it 
while you can. 
 

 
O-Root news – I am seeing ample quantities 
of O-Roots on the market. Please give us 
some lead-time for all special requests. For 
March we are featuring LOCAL O-Red and 
Gold Beets from Lakeside Organics. We will 
also feature Organic Beet Red Shred as our 
LOCAL processed item for the month.   
 

 

O-Celery – prices has fallen from being 
extremely expensive to just expensive.  
 

 
O-Broccoli and O-Cauliflower – costs have 
slipped off considerably with the uptick of 
availability.  
 
Green and Red O-Bell Peppers  – I am finding 
various offerings out of Mexico that are 
reasonably priced and good quality.   
 

 
 
O-Butternut – Great News! For the first time I 
can recall we will have O-Butternut 
throughout the month. The downside is that 
the cost is drastically more than we are 
accustomed to during the peak of the local 
season. The product is coming from Mexico 
and is great quality. 
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Nap Thyme 
Nap GalvezzzzzzzzZz 

 

HERBS – There are no big changes since 

last month.  The only thing I’ve noticed is that 
quality has gotten even better. 
  

ORANGES – With the exception of Navel 

Oranges, March is the last month of the year 
the numerous winter varieties of Citrus will be 
available in any significant quantities.  Soon 
to be gone will be the unique flavors 
embodied in a whole host of Orange, 
Tangerine and Mandarin type of varieties. It’s 
been a good year with lots of sweet Citrus.    
 

 
 
For March we are highlighting our Local 
friends from Kings River the 4x5# pack 
Mandarin and Tangelo/Minneola (pictured 
below). This month these two varieties will be 
packed full of sweetness.  

 
 

LEMONS – The California winter Citrus 

crop continues to provide us with beautiful 
Lemons.  Obtainability of bigger size fruit 
from the Imperial Valley is starting to wind 
down.  Soon, the switch will be made to the 
L2 growing area (Fresno/Ventura).  
 

LIMES – Limes have hit a stretch of supply 

fluidity. Bigger sizes are fairly expensive and 
smaller sizes reasonable. Maintaining a 
practical number of pallets in inventory is 
quite the weekly roller coaster ride.  
 

Ruby Red Grapefruit – We continue 

to use only Texas Grapefruit even though 
California product is readily available.  The 
color of in state Grapefruit is not quite deep 
enough.   
 

GRAPES – continue to be above last 

year’s high price levels. The extra large sizes 
that we use in our signature BCP Fruit Blend 
are very hard to come by and costly.   
 

WATERMELONS – A new growing area 

in southern Mexico has started up and I’m 
already seeing an immediate improvement in 
color, flavor and pricing.   
 

Romaine Hearts – Quality has 

improved and should continue on that path.  I 
am looking forward to the onset of the 2016 
Salinas growing season. Happily we are 
quickly approaching it.   
 

HARD SHELL SQUASH – is plentiful 

and reasonable.  Final inventory numbers are 
scheduled to be released around mid-month 
which will directly influence immediate and 
long term price strategies.  
 

Chili Peppers – Serrano and Jalapeno 

Pepper prices have shot up due to weather 
related issues.    
 

AVOCADOS – We are now exclusively 

into using California grown Haas Avocados.  
Oil content, shelf life and nutty flavors 
abound. Quality continues to improve.   
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JEFF’S TRIVIA QUEST 
 

 
 

The first St. Patrick’s Day Parade in the United 

States took place when Irish Soldiers marched 

through New York City on March 17, 1762. Over 

the years Irish immigrant groups began to hold 

parades with bagpipes and drums. In 1848 several 

groups united their parades today. New York City’s 

St Patrick’s Day parade was the nation’s largest.  

Each year nearly three million people attend. “I 

come from an Irish Catholic family and Hell-raising 

is part of the DNA”. Brian Dennehy, First Blood. 

Now let’s get to the trivia! 
 

1) A Leprechaun is really an Irish: 

A)  Magician 

B) Thief 

C) Shoemaker 
 

2)   A popular Irish Dish that is shredded cabbage, 

minced onions, mashed potatoes and Melted butter 

is known as: 

A) Shepherd’s Pie 

B) Fairy Porridge 

C)  Colcannon 

Fax or email me with the answers and win a great 

prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com 
 
 

 

TRIVIA WINNERS 

 
 

The answers to last month’s trivia were: 

1)  Domino’s             2) Dates 

 

Dates are a fruit that contain a single seed and they range 

in color from bright red to bright yellow. Dates have 

been a staple food throughout the Persian Gulf area from 

many years because they grow in extreme conditions 

like in a desert. Domino’s now has more than 8,000 

franchises that are in more than 54 countries. Thanks to 

Tom Monaghan we can all now sit from the comfort of 

our own homes and order out some dinner to be 

delivered straight to our doors! 

Congratulations to our winners: 

Patty @ Marina Liquor & Deli, Grady @ Coffee 

Time, Martha @ Executive Inn, Eva @ Millie’s 

Kitchen, Chandra @ Garfield N.B.C., Kenn @ Ratto 

Bros, Jenifer @ Miraglia Catering, Eurika @ 

Strizzi’s Restaurants, Rita @ Acalanes High School, 

and Dawnie @ Danielsen Co. 

March Celebrity Birthdays: 

Chuck Norris   10
th

  (Texas Ranger)  76 

Charo    13
th

  (Cuchi-Cuchi)    75 

Stephen Curry  14
th

 (NBA Champs)   28 

Vanessa Williams 18
th

 (Desperate Housewives)  53 

Lady Gaga    28
th

 (Pop Singer)  30 
 

BAY CITIES PRODUCE CO. 
2109 Williams Street 

San Leandro, CA 94577 

(510) 346-4943 

FAX (510) 352-4704 

www.baycitiesproduce.com 

mailto:Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com
http://www.baycitiesproduce.com/

